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Places with unique landscapes and environments attract people – both 
visitors and new residents. This may be especially true in the post-
COVID/remote work era. 

Desirable natural environments are a 
scarce resource



COVID briefly 
disrupted a long 
trend of visitation 
growth to regional 
national parks. 





Higher demand for scarce resources can be expected to 
increase prices…

Gallatin, Madison, Flathead, 
Missoula Counties





Economic changes can push or pull states in different 
directions (higher or lower engagement in agriculture, 
energy production, manufacturing, etc.), but scarce and 
desirable environments are likely to remain attractants.

As certain characteristics of Montana continue to evolve, 
MARA and other groups may be interested in 
investigating several dimensions of this change:

>Economic (next slide)

>Population (Sam Schaefer’s work, upcoming 
demographic update)

>Land Use / Housing (Ongoing work, potential for more)

>Tax Instruments / Revenue (Ongoing work, potential for 
more)

>Other Dimensions?





Changes in Montana Gross State Product

• Agriculture has declined from 6.13% in 1990 to 3.65% in 2022

• Construction was 3.89% in 1990 and 5.76% in 2022

• Leisure and Hospitality was 4.35% in 1990 and 5.88% in 2022

• Financial Activities (including real estate) was 13.04% in 1990 and 
19.1% in 2022





“Selling scenery” has led to changing 
economies and many benefits in 
places like Hawaii, the front range of 
Colorado, and Idaho…

…but the larger profile of the 
“scenery economy” has also led to 
challenges for governments and 
residents.

Ideas to consider for further research:

>Housing supply compared to population 
for Montana and states with shared 
characteristics (Hawaii, Idaho, etc.)

>Housing supply compared to income tax 
payers – combine income tax work with 
property tax work

>Examine property tax structure in states 
with common characteristics (Hawaii, 
Idaho, etc.)

What are the next things you would like 
staff to work on?
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